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Rolling green hills, clouds kissing the mountains, forest trails, bamboo shrubs, and a
dozen waterfalls, the Kudremukha Peak trek has it all; No wonder it is called the
Himalayas of the south. The scenery keeps changing on the trek and will surely
amaze anyone. Coming under the Chikmagalur District of Karnataka, the trek to
Kudremukha is one of the most exciting treks in this region. It is the third-highest
peak after Mullayanagiri and Bababudangiri. Absorb the beauty of the Western
Ghats as you walk up the trail. Very few people know the fact that the Western
Ghats are considered a UNESCO World Heritage Site for their natural beauty and
for being an icon of environmental balance. The lush greenery of the hills can never
fail to mesmerize a soul.

You’ll cross several cascading waterfalls and narrow streams, thick forests with a
variety of trees, and the whistling of birds will keep you entertained all throughout.
And finally, when you’ll reach the peak, the picturesque view from the top and the
chilled wind will absolutely blow you out of your mind and make you numb for a
few minutes, before you regain your consciousness to feel the enchanting magic of
the place. So if you are bored with the city lights in Bangalore, then forget
everything and join us for this weekend trek to Kudremukha and find yourself
amidst nature.

Trek into the Western Ghats filled with cascading waterfalls and narrow
streams, thick forests, and whistling birds to get a beautiful scenic view at the
peak.
Refresh yourself at the Somavati Falls after the trek ( If you finish the trek
early )
Visit beautiful Elniru Falls and relax by the Kalasa hanging bridge
Experience the Local Cuisine at the beautiful Bella Homestay

Kudremukha Trek Highlights:

1.

2.

3.
4.

OVERVIEW

https://www.plantheunplanned.com/10-facts-you-didnt-know-about-the-western-ghats/


TREK DETAILS

Duration: 2 Days / 1 Nights Trek Distance: 22 KM

Max Altitude: 6214 ft. Difficulty Level: Moderate | Hard

Min Age: 10+ Years Location:  Kudremukha, Karnataka
 

https://www.plantheunplanned.com/bangalore/kudremukh-trek/#!


BRIEF ITINERARY 

DAY 0 – FRIDAY

DAY 1 – SATURDAY

DAY 2 – SUNDAY

Leave Bangalore by 7:30 PM ( approx )

Freshen up and finish breakfast by 6:45 AM ( approx )
Take a jeep ride to the trek base from homestay ( 30 – 40 minutes )
Start the trek by around 7:30 AM ( approx )
Lunch at the peak
Descend and reach back the base by 5:30 PM ( tentative )
Dinner and retire for the night

Freshen up and breakfast
Visit Kodige Falls
En-route stop for lunch ( self-sponsored ) 
Reach Bangalore by 10:00 PM ( approx )



Note:

• The Jeep Ride at Kudremukh has the challenges of dirt and slushy roads 
during monsoons. Kindly co-operate in case the vehicles are arriving late or if 
there is a delay in the start of the trek. 

• On certain days, if there is a heavy crowd on the Kudremukh Trek Trail, expect a 
few delays in the trek start time or reaching the summit.



INCLUSIONS EXCLUSIONS 

Lunch any other meals not included
above

Any kind of personal expenses

Any kind of insurance (health,
medical, life accidental,etc )

Anything not included above

Accommodation in Homestay/Tents on a
multiple sharing basis ( separate for men
& women )

2 Breakfast, 1 Lunch, High Tea & 1
Dinner

To and fro transport from Bangalore (
Non A/c Push back seats Tempo
Traveller/Mini bus depending on group
size)

Karnataka Forest Department Entry Fees

Jeep Ride to Base Camp ( to and fro 

Local Guide & Outdoor Leader from Plan
The Unplanned

Experience that you gain

PICKUP 

POINTSUdupi Grand, Teacher's
Colony, HSR Layout

Yamaha Showroom
Domlur

Cubbon Park Signal

Yeshwanthpur
Metro

KTM Mekhri Circle
Without Travel: Arrival time: 6 a.m.



PRICE & BOOKING 

With Travel INR 4,199 \- Per Person

INR 2,899 \- Per PersonWithout Travel 

https://www.facebook.com/plantheunplanned
https://www.instagram.com/plantheunplanned
https://twitter.com/PlanUnplanned
https://www.linkedin.com/company/plan-the-unplanned/
https://www.youtube.com/@PlanTheUnplanned
https://wa.me/message/L4ALZFDR2EMOF1
https://www.plantheunplanned.com/bangalore/makalidurga-trek/
https://www.plantheunplanned.com/bangalore/kodachadri-trek


Soft Copy of your Aadhar/Voter ID (Mandatorily required for permits)

Small backpack to carry your essentials during the trek

Power Bank

Warm Layer 

Water bottles – 2 (1 litre each)

Lunch Box & Spoon to carry your packed lunch

Raincoat/Bag covers in case of rains

A comfortable pair of shoes with good grip for trekking

Flip-flops for lazing around the campsite

Torch/Headlamp to be used at night

Portable chargers for your electronics=

Extra pair of clothes to change into once wet

Polybags to pack your wet clothes

Extra cash for meals not included in the itinerary

THINGS TO CARRY 



TERMS & CONDITIONS

Intimation Period Cancellation Fee

7 Days or more 10% of the total invoice value

3-6 days before the trek
date

50% of the total invoice value

0-2 days before the trek date 100% of the total invoice value

In the event that YOU cancel your trek, this is the cancellation policy we follow:

*Intimation Period means the number of days before the tour is scheduled to start
**Cancellation Fee is the amount of money that will be deducted from the total billing
amount before offering the refund.
Refund/Cancellation requests are accepted only by email at
info@plantheunplanned.com and not via call or Whatsapp.

There will be no consideration given to cancellations on the day of departure or the
day before due to work/family emergencies, health issues, etc., and no refund or
transfer to alternative dates will be permitted for the same.
You would be required to pay an additional fee of RS 1500 if you wanted to
postpone your trek and cancel on the day of departure. This is only available for 3
months after the departure date of the actual trip.
If you cancel the trek at any time (in addition to the scenario stated above),
additional fees will be collected (depending on where you made your booking) as
payment gateway/event listing fees.

1.

2.

3.

NOTE:



The following is our cancellation policy in the unlikely event that we have to
postpone your trek:

During and After the Trek: In the event of severe weather, taking the trekkers'
safety into consideration, a day may be shortened or the trek may be abandoned
entirely. There will never be a refund of any kind.

Prior to the trek: Make a plan in the event that a trek is canceled due to a natural
disaster (such as a rainstorm, flood, landslide, earthquake, or unanticipated
political disturbance, curfews, local riots, government orders, or directives from the
forest department). A VOUCHER for the full value of your ticket will be issued by
The Unplanned.

The payment gateway fees will be deducted from any refunds that are granted.

If we have to cancel your trek because there aren't enough reservations for
that particular batch or we don't have enough participants, PLAN THE
UNPLANNED will refund you 96% of the trek money ( Payment Gateway
charges shall be deducted )


